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Event

STEVEN

BLAKEMORE

A highly original portrayal of the battles over

meaning and language between Edmund Burke and

late 18th-century revolutionaries. It argues that

Burke saw the French Revolution as an astonish-

ing linguistic event, consequently developing a

theory of language to explain the conflict and the

fall of the traditional 18th-century world. The

book shows that revolutionaries and counterrevo-

lutionaries were engaged in a war over language

that was an extension of their ideological battle.

$15.00

Why You

Should

The

Pragmatics
of Deontic

Speech

JAMES W.

FORRESTER

A philosopher systematically considers rules

governing the effective use of moral language in

everyday speech, in the law, and in other contexts.

He proposes a set of 18 maxims to determine how

effective we will be in using deontic speech—that

is, in saying people may or should act in certain

ways, and discusses the relation between the deon-

tic and the moral to answer the question "Why

should a person be moral?" The result is a highly

original, provocative, and readable blending of

ethics, logic, linguistics, and jurisprudence. $28.00
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NEW FROM MIT PRESS

MISSING THE MEANING?
A Cognitive Neuropsychological Study of Processing
of Words by an Aphasic Patient
David Howard A Sue Franklin
Built around a detailed analysis of an aphasic patient, Missing the
Meaning? is an extended case study rich in contributions to lexicol theory.

A Bradford Book 192 pages £22.50 cloth 0-262-06118-X

THE PSYCHOBIOLOGY OF DOWN SYNDROME
edited by Lynn Nadel
Covers recent research into the psychobiological concomitants of Down
Syndrome, including surprising improvements in cognitive functions such as
language. Sponsored by the National Down Syndrome Society.

A Bradford Book 300 pages £31.50 cloth 0-262-14043-8

TELLING THE AMERICAN STORY
A Structural and Cultural Analysis of Conversational
Storytelling
LMa Polanyi
A Bradford Book 158 pages £8.95 paper 0-262-66062-8

Available in Paperback

JAPANESE TONE STRUCTURE
Janet B. Pierrehumbert & Mary E. Beckman
Building from a thorough, phonetically grounded description of accent and
intonation in Tokyo Japanese, this book also develops an explicit account
of surface phonological representation.

280 pages £8.95 paper 0-262-66063-6

£14.50 cloth 0-262-16109-5

The MIT Press
126 Buckingham Palace Road, London SW1W 9SA
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Challenging Chomsky
The Generative Garden Game
RUDOLF P. BOTHA
'Rudolf Botha has explored all the
convolutions and mysteries of a complex
mind. I venture to say that his knowledge
of Chomsky now rivals Chomsky's
knowledge of himself. His book is
indispensable.' Dwight Bolinger, Emeritus
Professor, Harvard University
240 pages, hardback £25.00 (0 631 16621 1)

Reflections on Chomsky
Edited by ALEXANDER GEORGE
These original philosophical essays, presented to Chomsky to honour
him on the occasion of his sixtieth birthday, testify to the continuing
fascination his ideas exercise and to the fruitful and exciting debates
they stimulate.
288 pages, hardback £25.00 (0 631 15976 2)

Language Universals and
Linguistic Typology
Syntax and Morphology
(Second Edition)
BERNARD COMRIE
Since its first publication this text has become established as the leading
introductory account of one of the most productive areas of linguistics
— the analysis, comparison and classification of the common features
and forms of organisation of languages. This new edition has been
revised to take full account of new research.
272 pages, hardback £27.50 (0 631 16255 0)
paperback £9.95 (0 631 16256 9)

Explaining Language Universals
Edited by JOHN A. HAWKINS
This book addresses one of the most fundamental questions that can be
asked about human language: how can we explain language
universals? There are currently many views on this question and this
state-of-the-art volume brings them together.
368 pages, hardback £39.50 (0 631 15534 1)

Basil Blackwell
IDS Conlev Ro.id, (Mord O\4 1)1
Suite 151)3, 432 I'.nk \ \ e n u e South
loll-free ouleriim: l-80ll-(i3S-3()30
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O X F O R D P R E S S

SOFTWARE PACKAGES FOR USE IN
LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE STUDIES

THE OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY ON
COMPACT DISC

Unlocking the vast potential ol the largest English dictionary.

The first computerized edition of the Oxford English Dictionary, the OED on CD-ROM, offers electronic
access to the original twelve-volume OED on a single compact disc, enabling users to search the entire
twelve volumes in ways which were totally impracticable before. The eight indexes allow you to use the
OED effectively as any one of the following:

• a dictionary of etymology • a n encyclopaedic history of modern English

• a n extensive thesaurus civilization

• a dictionary of quotations • a reference work tailored to your own particular

• a dictionary of specialist terms needs by combining one or more of the above

The capabilities of the OED on CD-ROM do not end with its search options. Features such as entry
display, note-taking, and printing options, contribute further to making the OED on CD-ROM an invaluable
tool for literary, linguistic, lexicographical, historical, legal, and other specialist studies.

Hardware Requirements
IBM PC, XT, AT, or PS/2 microcomputer (or full compatibles); 640K RAM; CGA or EGA card. Any CD-ROM drive
that supports the Microsoft CD-ROM extensions.
Price
£500. UK customers must add VAT at 15%.

MICRO-OCP
A versatile program tor the analysis ol texts in a variety ol languages and alphabets which produces:

•Word lists •Concordances

•Indexes •Vocabulary statistics

Hardware requirements
IBM PC, XT, AT, or PS/2 microcomputer (or full compatibles) with 512K RAM minimum, DOS version 3.0 or
higher, and a hard disk.
Price
£250 for an institution and £165 for an individual. UK customers must add VAT at 15%.

In order to receive detailed brochures giving full information about the facilities and hardware requirements
of the above software, please return the coupon below.

Return this coupon to Anne Yates, Oxford Electronic Publishing, Oxford University Press, Walton Street,
Oxford, 0X2 6DP, UK.
Alternatively, ring Anne Yates on (0865) 56767, ext. 4278, or +44-865-56767 from overseas.

US customers who are interested in purchasing the OED on CD-ROM should contact Oxford Electronic
Publishing, Oxford University Press, 200 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016.
Please send me further details about Micro-OCP, and/or OED on CD-ROM

(delete as appropriate). S£»
Postcode
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OXFORD • UNIVERSITY • PRESS

Frequency Analysis
of English Vocabulary
and Grammar
STIG JOHANSSON and
KNUT HOFLAND
These volumes list the frequency of words,
broken down according to their grammatical
uses and the frequency of nouns, verbs, and
other word classes in different types of text:
newspapers, fiction, scientific works, and others.

Volume 1: Tag Frequencies and Word
Frequencies
0 19 824221 2, 408 pages, Clarendon
Pressjanuary 1989 £45.00
Volume II: Tag Combinations and Word
Combinations
0 19 824222 0, 544 pages, Clarendon
Pressjanuary 1989 £50.00

A Practical
Introduction to
Phonetics
J. C. CATFORD
This introduction to practical phonetics is
unique in that it leads readers to explore the
entire range of human sounds by a series of
introspective experiments carried out in their
own vocal tracts. Though proceeding in this
highly practical way, the book is informed
throughout by recent research, particularly in
the aerodynamics and acoustics of speech.

0 19 824218 2,192 pages, Clarendon Press
£27.50

0 19 824217 4, paperback £9.95
1988

The Humanities
Computing
Yearbook
Edited by
IAN LANCASHIRE and
WILLARD McCARTY
The first reference book to offer an
annotated survey of publications and
research centres, text archives and
termbanks, electronic
communications, software and
hardware relating to humanities
disciplines.

0 19 824442 8, 416 pages,
Clarendon Press £40.00
January 1989

Introduction to the
'Laryngeal Theory'
FREDERICK OTTO LINDEMAN
The aim of this manual is to present in a
consistent and objective way the main features
of the so-called 'Laryngeal Theory', a theory
which throws light on the phonologic system of
Early Indo-European. It will also be of use to
those studying the early history of other related
languages, and to students of general linguistics.

82 00 18459 5, 156 pages,
Norwegian University Press £17.50
82 00 02628 0, paperback £8.95
1988

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Chomsky's System
of Ideas
FRED D'AGOSTINO
'D 'Agostino has done a marvellous job of teasing out
the central strands in Chomsky's system of ideas...
This critical but sympathetic investigation provides
a valuable guide to a profoundly influential thinker.'
Times Literary Supplement
0 19 824465 7, 240 pages, paperback,
Clarendon Press £9.95
1988

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Metaphor and
Religious Language
JANET MARTIN SOSKICE
7 have little but praise for this study. The crisp
insights of the conclusion are symptomatic of its
lucidity and sophistication.'
British Journal of Aesthetics
0 19 824982 9, 200 pages, paperback,
Clarendon Press £10.95
1987

For more information please contact Anne Kitson, Oxford University Press. Telephone 0865 56767 ext. 4679
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Pidgins and Creoles
Volume 1: Theory and Structure
JOHN A. HOLM
The core of this volume is a comparative study of Creoles based on European
languages in Africa and the Caribbean in terms of their semantics, phonology
and syntax. Volume II: Reference Survey will be published later this Spring.
£35.00 net He 0 521 24980 5 250 pp.
£12.95 net Pb 0 521 27108 8

The Logic of Real Arguments
ALEC FISHER
Aiming to help students think critically about the kind of sustained, theoretical
arguments which they commonly encounter in the course of their studies, this
book expounds a novel new method for dealing with such arguments.
£20.00 net He 0 521 30849 6 208 pp.
£6.95 net Pb 0 521 31341 4

Culture and Language Development
Language Acquisition and Language Socialization in a Samoan Village
ELINOR OCHS
Exploring the complex interaction between socialization and language
acquisition, this book documents the relationship between the emergence of
grammatical and discourse competence and social-cultural background.
£27.50 net He 0 521 34454 9 272 pp.
£9.95 net Pb 0 521 34894 3
Studies in the Social and Cultural Foundations of Language 6

On Language
The Diversity of Human Language-Structure and its Influence on the Mental
Development of Mankind
WILHELM VON HUMBOLDT
Translated by PETER HEATH
This is an entirely new translation of one of the fundamental works in the
development of the study of language, in which Von Humboldt makes an
important attempt to draw philosophical conclusions from comparative
linguistics.
£30.00 net He 0 521 25747 6 368 pp.
£9.95 net Pb 0 521 31513 1
Texts in German Philosophy

Cambridge
University Press

The Edinburgh Building, Cambridge CB2 2RU
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The Development of English Aspectual Systems
Aspectualizers and Post-verbal Particles
LAUREL J. BRINTON
An exceptionally clear and systematic account which demonstrates the need to
make a clear distinction between 'aspect' and 'aktionsart', and between the
aspectual meaning of individual forms and the meanings that result from
combinations within a sentence.
£27.50 net 0 52135016 6 320 pp.
Cambridge Studies in Linguistics 49

Mental Representations
The Interface Between Language and Reality
Edited by RUTH M. KEMPSON
Provides an overview of the relationship between linguistic form and
interpretation as exemplified by the most influential of current theoretical
paradigms, and works towards a theory of cognition facilitated by the
assumptions and claims of Relevance Theory.
£27.50 net 0 521 34251 1 240 pp.

Variation Across Speech and Writing
DOUGLAS BIBER

Uses computational techniques to analyse the linguistic characteristics of
twenty-three spoken and written registers, enabling identification of the basic,
underlying dimensions of variation in English.
£27.50 net 0 521 32071 1 300 pp.

Relational Models of the Lexicon
Representing Knowledge in Semantic Networks
Edited by MARTHA WALTON EVENS
Brings together reports of new theoretical developments and new applications
in relational semantics in computer science, linguistics, cognitive science,
anthropology and industrial research.
£27.50 net 0 521 36300 4 400 pp.
Studies in Natural Language Processing

Cambridge
University Press

The Edinburgh Building, Cambridge CB2 2RU
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Theo Vennemann

Preference Laws for Syllabe Structure and the
Explanation of Sound Change
With Special Reference to German, Germanic, Italian, and
Latin
1988. X, 96 pages. Paperback DM 12,80; approx. £4.00 ISBN 3 11011375 9

This book proposes the general hypothesis that all changes in language systems are
local meliorations: Language change is language improvement. The causality of
language change is the attainment of better structures.
In particular, the book evaluates the quality of syllabic patterns in preference laws
for syllable structure. The laws define hierarchies of linguistic quality both for in-
dividual syllables and for syllables within complex prosodic domains, and thereby
determine the temporal order in which the patterns may change: they predict the
direction of sound change.
A large number of sound changes, especially in the Germanic and Romance lan-
guages, are explained through comparisons with the preference laws.

Jacek Fisiak (Editor)

Historical Dialectology: Regional and Social
1988. XIV, 694 pages. With 84 illustrations and 62 tables.
Cloth DM 268,-; approx. £ 83.75 ISBN 311011550 6
(Trends in Linguistics. Studies and Monographs 37)

Readers interested in language variation as well as historical linguistics will find in
this volume of 29 papers both interesting theoretical proposals as well as sugge-
stions concerning ways of approaching heretofore unsolved empirical problems in
the field.
The papers deal with various aspects of historical regional dialectology, and some
border on the issue of dialectology and linguistic change. Although many deal with
English, a number discuss Romance languages in general as well as Norwegian,
German, relic languages of the eastern Alpine region, Coptic, and Fox, and some
are devoted to more general issues. The language specific contributions often also
cover areas of a more general nature.
The results indicate new vistas for further productive research in the area of histori-
cal dialectology.

Prices are subject to change

UK agents:
Frank I. Kevlin Publishers
Broadway House
The Broadway, Wimbledon

L D " Y H mouton de giuyter
Berlin • New York • Amsterdam
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Jeffra Flaitz

The Ideology of English
French Perceptions of English as a World Language
1988. XIV, 226 pages. With 9 illustrations and 53 figures. Cloth DM 108,-; approx.
£33.75 ISBN 3110115492
(Contributions to the Sociology of Language 49)

This research monograph examines French perceptions of the relationship be-
tween the English language in its role as a world lingua franca and the cultures and
ideologies of native English speaking peoples (particularly Americans).
The work addresses the spread of English in France on the basis of both original
research and secondary sources. French legislative attempts to curtail the expan-
sion of American culture and linguistic "colonization" on French soil are also dis-
cussed. A combination of qualitative and quantitative methods and instruments
was used in this sociolinguistic or "politicolinguistic" study.

Friederike Braun

Terms of Address
Problems of Patterns and Usage in Various Languages and
Cultures
1988. XIV, 374 pages. Cloth DM 138,-; approx. £43.20 ISBN 3 11011548 4
(Contributions to the Sociology of Language 50)

This study deals with forms of address in numerous Western and non-Western lan-
guages, and presents the phenomena from an interlingual point of view.
Following the introduction of the terminology, a critical discussion of address
theory is presented. The methodology of the research project, during the course of
which the material was collected, is explained.
The analysis of the material leads the author to the conclusion that address behav-
ior not only expresses speakers' attitudes towards addresses, but is also part of their
sociolinguistic self-presentation, which cannot be described in terms of power and
solidarity.

mouton de gruyter
Berlin • New York • Amsterdam
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Monica Heller (Editor)

Codeswitching
Anthropological and Sociolinguistic Perspectives
1988. VI, 278 pages. Cloth DM 118,-; approx. £37.00 ISBN 311011376 7
(Contributions to the Sociology of Language 49)

Codeswitching refers to the use of more than one language, often by the same spea-
ker, in the course of an interaction. The study of this phenomenon, based on sever-
al case studies representing different social and geographical settings and placed
within a broad theoretical framework, is important because of the information it
provides about interethnic relations in contact settings.
The strategic use of codeswitching has implications, at the level of face-to-face in-
teraction, for the signaling of information and for the definition of interpersonal
relationships. At the community level, codeswitching has implications for the
maintenance, change, or disappearance of ethnic boundaries.
The approach used in this volume derives from theories of language use in social in-
teraction which argue that meaning is socially constructed and anchored in frames
of reference which emerge from the social experience of the speakers. It presents
codeswitching as one way in which speakers can draw on their communicative
resources to create discourse level and social meaning. Finally, it argues that the use
of codeswitching in face-to-face interaction can only be understood in terms of its
relationship to other linguistic forms in a community's or an individual's verbal
repertoire, and to patterns of use (or absence) of codeswitching across speakers and
situations. These patterns are also indicative of the nature of social boundaries and
social relationships in multilingual communities.

This volume provides a framework which situates studies of codeswitching with
current lines of inquiry in a number of areas. As such, it represents a broadening of
perspectives in language and social relations.

Michael Herzfeld • Lucio Melazzo (Editors)

Semiotic Theory and Practice
Proceedings of the Third International Congress of the LASS,
Palermo, 1984
2 Volumes
1988. XXXIV, 1304 pages. With numerous illustrations. Cloth DM 465,-; approx.
£145.50 ISBN 311009933 0

This collection of 124 papers and material from two round table discussions in two
volumes presents a survey of the field of semiotics, the study of sign systems, by
contributors from many countries.
Due to the wide diversity of the topics covered, ranging from linguistics, psycho-
logy and literary studies to architecture and the theatre, the articles were arranged in
alphabetical order of their authors, with the round table discussions at the end.

mouton de gruyter
Berlin • New York • Amsterdam
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George M. Horn

Essentials of Functional Grammar
A Structure-Neutral Theory of Movement, Control, and Ana-
phora
1988. X, 404 pages. Cloth DM 154,-; approx. £48.20 ISBN 311011286 8
(Trends in Linguistics. Studies and Monographs 38)

This monograph presents a theory of universal grammar which is structure-neutral
in the sense that none of the basic principles and rule schemata associated with the
majorgrammatical processes, movement, control, and anaphora, are formulated in
terms of syntactic structure. Consequently, they apply equally to configurational
and nonconfigurational languages, which are quite different at the level of syntac-
tic structure, but which display essentially the same patterns in these three areas.
The central component of the proposed theory is the Functional Component. The
basic assumption is that all predicates have ordered argument structures. Both the
principles which constrain the patterns of movement, control, and anaphora, and
the rule systems which produce these patterns, are formulated in terms of ordered
argument structures. Illustrative examples are drawn from a number of Indo-Euro-
pean and non-Indo-European languages.

Paul Hockings

Counsel from the Ancients
A Study of Badaga Proverbs, Prayers, Omens and Curses
1988. XTV, 810 pages. With 29 illustrations and 20 tables. Cloth DM 198,-; approx.
£62.00 ISBN 3 11011374 0 (Trends in Linguistics. Documentation 4)

This work presents the first textual analysis and translation of material from
Badaga, a previously unstudied Dravidian language spoken in South India. The
main body of the work consists of a classified list over 1700 cliches, mostly pro-
verbs, which are presented with interlinear analysis and translation as well as ethno-
graphic material to complete the explanation.
A list of proverbs was prepared by a 19th century missionary, J. M. Biihler, and his
material has been added to that collected by the author. Many proverbs have
changed in the time since they were first attested, and the author analyzes such
changes and offers explanations for these developments.
The first part of the work presents a non-technical account of the Badaga commu-
nity and of their oral literature, and is followed by an outline of the Badaga lan-
guage by Christiane Raichoor. A glossary rounds out the work.

mouton de gruyter
Berlin • New York • Amsterdam
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Marge E. Landsberg (Editor)

The Genesis of Language
A Different Judgement of Evidence
1988. XTV, 278 pages. With 10 illustrations and 1 table. Cloth DM 118,-; approx.
£37.00 ISBN 3 11011087 3 (Studies in Anthropological Linguistics 3)

This collection of papers deals with new evidence concerning the origin of human
language from the perspective of neurobiological advances, perceptual bases, fossil
evidence and linguistic evidence.
Recent research has led to new knowledge about the biological foundations of lan-
guage, early hominid physiology and behavior, and primates' capacity to handle
symbols. Thus, this book provides a survey of the present state of glottogonic
theories.
The papers evolved from presentations made at the Symposium on Origins of Lan-
guage at the Xlth International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological
Sciences held in 1983 in Vancouver, B. C , Canada.

Mohammad Ali Jazayery • Werner Winter (Editors)

Languages and Cultures
Studies in Honor of Edgar C. Polome
1988. XVI, 792 pages. With 70 figures and 20 tables. Cloth DM 435,-; approx.
£136.00 ISBN 3 11010204 8 (Trends in Linguistics. Studies and Monographs 36)

This collection of 64 papers by contributors throughout the world presents work
in a variety of fields, primarily Indo-European linguistics and philology, and thus
reflects the broad interests of Edgar C. Polome.
The contributions are presented in alphabetical order according to author, since
the interdisciplinary nature of many of the contributions made a content-based
organization difficult.
Approximately 40 of the contributions can be loosely characterized as dealing with
Indo-European topics, ten of them focussing specifically on Germanic languages.
Eight can be seen as sociolinguistic, and seven deal with religion (including my-
thology), and literature. The remaining present aspects of African and Asian lan-
guages or are concerned with general linguistic themes.

Professor Polome took his degrees in Belgium, where he studied classics, Sanskrit,
and comparative religion, with emphasis on Germanic philology. At the University
of Texas at Austin, he has been on the staff of thê  departments of Germanic Lan-
guages, of Linguistics, and Oriental and African Languages and Literatures, as well
as several interdisciplinary, interdepartmental prdgrams.

mouton de gruyter
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, , New Series
US

Discourse Perspectives on Grammar
Series Editors:
Professor Paul Hopper, Professor Sandra Thompson
This new monograph series provides a forum for research on grammar as it emerges
from and is accounted for by discourse contexts.

The intensive study of grammar during the course of the twentieth century be-
gan with American structuralists, whose interest in Amerindian languages forced a
reevaluation of assumptions derived from the study of classical languages. For a
number of years grammatical analyses in this tradition were informed by corpora
reflecting language as it was actually used.

In the late fifties, many grammarians began focussing on the idea that sentences
exist as autonomous abstract items whose properties could be thought of in terms
of sets of rules by which they could be formed. A number of fascinating grammati-
cal observations have been made by these grammarians, but most such observa-
tions remain to be tested and explained in terms of the structure of the discourse of
which they are a part. The attention of these grammarians was thus diverted from
the necessity to consider grammar in the context of people talking (and writing).

In the meantime, a growing number of grammarians assume that corpora are
necessary not only for the verification of grammatical analyses, but also for under-
standing how the regularities we think of as grammar emerge from communicative
needs. It is this assumption which underlies the series

_
|f|

|Y1

1 11

DISCOURSE PERSPECTIVES ON GRAMMAR

Research in discourse and grammar draws upon both spoken and written cor-
pora, and is typically, though not necessarily, quantitative. Monographs in this
series will propose explanations for grammatical regularities in terms of recur-
rent discourse patterns, which reflect communicative needs both informational
and socio-cultural.

The first work to appear in this series is entitled

Ellen Contini-Morava

Discourse Pragmatics and Semantic Categorization
The Case of Negation and Tense-Aspect with special reference
to Swahili
1989. 14.8x22.8 cm. Approx. 208 pages. Hardback approx. DM 80,-; approx.
£25.00 ISBN 3110115611

mouton de gruyter
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New Series

Cognitive Linguistics
and Natural Language Processing
Managing Editor:
Annely Rothkegel (Saarbriicken)
Editorial board:
Hans-Jurgen Eikmeyer (Bielefeld), Maurice Gross (Paris), Walther von Hahn
(Hamburg), James Kilbury (Diisseldorf), Bente Maegaard (Kopenhavn), Dieter
Metzing (Bielefeld), Makoto Nagao (Kyoto), Helmut Schnelle (Bochum), Harold
Somers (Manchester), Hans Uszkoreit (Saarbriicken), Antonio Zampolli (Pisa).

Consulting board:
Christian Boitet (Grenoble), Lawrence Danlos (Paris), Giacomo Ferrari (Pisa),
Dafydd Gibbon (Bielefeld), Christopher Habel (Hamburg), Christa Hauenschild
(Berlin), Anna S. Hein (Goteborg), Ursula Klenk (Gottingen), Manfred Pinkal
(Hamburg), St. G. Pulman (Cambridge, GB), Burkhart Rieger (Trier), Jun-ichi Tsujii
(Kyoto).

The new series will serve to propagate theoretical linguistic investigations of lan-
guage processes within the framework of cognitive models and computer imple-
mentations. To ensure linguistics the role it deserves in the domains of natural lan-
guage understanding and linguistic aspects of artificial intelligence and cognitive
science, it is preferable that such investigations regard language in terms of its func-
tion in the structure of discourse. Accordingly, language processes are to be viewed
with respect to the speaker-hearer as a situated agent involved in communicative
activities of various kinds. This approach starts with the undeniable fact that lin-
guistics has reached the point in its development where its methods of studying
language as a system can be extended by an analysis of language use in communica-
tion. The relevance of context has been neglected to a large extent by many trends
within formal and computational linguistics, although it is of fundamental impor-
tance for the understanding, description, and algorithmic modeling of language
processes and offers many possibilities for meaningful application.

The cognitive orientation is based on the view that the situated agent is an infor-
mation processor. Recent studies of language processes in several disciplines (lin-
guistics, neuro-linguistics, artificial intelligence, cognitive psychology, and phi-
losophy) show a remarkable convergence of approaches, and their cross-discipli-
nary fertilization may be expected in the near future. It is the aim of this series to
provide a forum interdisciplinary discussion within a framework of linguistic que-
stions.

Computer models can be a proper means for representing structures and pro-
cesses in natural language. For decades, theoretical linguistics has dealt with natural
language formally. Automatic linguistic data processing has been essentially

mouton de gruyter
Berlin • New York • Amsterdam
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concerned with practical questions of handling linguistic data in a computer envi-
ronment. The gap between these two areas of investigation has only recently started
to be narrowed: on the one hand, natural language processing has recognized the
need to have a sound theoretical basis and has looked to linguistics to provide it; on
the other hand, recent linguistic theories have incorporated concepts of computer
science as well as a regard for the possibility of computational implementation as
an important test of formal properties.

The series, published in Europe, will be an international forum that offers
studies representing recent research in Europe and seeks to further communication
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